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It is well known tha t in most Thai Buddha images the Buddha's 

u{'}i~a is su rmounted by a fl ame-like projection. This is an attribute 

which came into prominence at Sukhothai in the 12th or early 13th 

century. The bronzes of Nagapa!!il}am on the coast of southern India! 
and the Buddhas of Ceylon have similar projections, and earlier versions 

can be found in Pala bronzes from Kurk iha r (lOth-lith century),2 in the 

reliefs of the upper galleries of the Barabudur (9th century) and in some 
older "Amara vati" bronzes from Southern India or Ceylon, like the one 

from D ong-dzu'o'ng which is now in Saigon.3 Amaravati reliefs , finally, 

show a pillar em itti ng flames, below wh ich the Buddha is to be imagined 

sitting.4 T here is another type of Buddha image, however, in which the 

object on top of the u~r{i.~a is not recognizable as a flame at all. It looks 
instead more like a bulb, a lotus-bud, or a gem. Images of this type were 

made, a mong other places, in northern Siam and in Tibet. No one has 

ever worked out the for mal relat ionships among the different sorts of 

crowning elements, and no attempt to do so will be made in this brief 

note, which is concerned instead with the question of what they were 
called. 

The flame-projection is described in the Thai-language version of 
the Pa~hamasambodhi, a life of the Buddha special to Siam, Laos, and 
Cambodia.s At the reques t of Ki ng Rama III (1824-1851 ), Prince Para-

I) T.N. Ramachandran, The N :;gapatt inam and other Buddh ist Bronzes in the Madras 
Museum (Bull . of the Madras Gov:·Mus . N. S.-Gen. Sec. VII, 1) , Madras, 1954, 
repr. 1965 . 

2) P. L. Gu pta, ed ., Patna i'vluseum Catalogue of A ntiquities, Patna , 1965, p1s. XXVII, 
XXVIII. 

3) B. Rowland, T he Art and Architecture of In dio , Baltimore, 1967, pl. 13 7b. 
4) E . g. , D. Barrett, Sc11lptures from Amaravati in the. British Museum , London, 19 54, 

pl. X XXV . For a discussion of the concept of flames emanating f rom the 
Buddha's ~~ ~ ~.1- ~a. see L. A. Waddell , " Buddha's Diadem or U~~1l~ a : Its Origin, 
Nature, and Functions. A St ud y of audd bist Origins," O·tasiatische Zeitschrif t 
Ill (19!4- 15), 13!-168 , esp . 154 f. 

5) G. Coedes, " Une vie indochinoise du Buddha : La Pa~!wmasambodhi," Metauges 
d ' I ndianisme a lame moire de Louis Renou., Paris, 1968, 217-22 7. 
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manujit revised the Pali edition, in which there is a passage that can be 

traced back to Dvaravati times,6 and produced a version in Thai. Ac

cording to it, the eightieth of the eighty minor marks ( anuvyanjana) of 

the Buddha is "the ketumala, a trail of brightly-ascending rays (rasmi) 

upon the uppermost part of His Head."7 The proper name for the pro

jection is therefore ketumarii, an Indic word which means 'a garland (or 
crown) of flames' (ketu , a word that can also refer to a banner or to a 

comet, in which case it is numbered among the planets). A convenient 

substitute would be 'radiance' , and this term can be used to indicate the 

actual projection as well. The Pa[hamasambodhi also uses the Indic word 
ra!imi [sic], which is today the more common expression for the ketumala 

and probably was in the last century too, for only it is used in a Third 

Reign text on the proper proportions of Buddha images. a 

Ketumala appears in no canonical Buddhist scripture, and the com

piling of the eighty secondary marks occurred after the canon had been 

put together. The word's most notable appearance in a Pali-language 

text is in the Mahavarrzsa, the Sinhalese history of Buddhism. In Chap
ter V the serpent king Mahakala responds to a request of King Asoka. 

"The naga-king," says Geiger's translation, "created a beauteous figure 

of the Buddha, endowed with the thirty-two greater signs and brilliant 

with the eighty lesser signs (of a Buddha), surrounded by the fathom-long 

rays of glory [byamappabha] and adorned with the crown of flames 

[ketumala]."9 As Burnouf pointed out over a century ago, the inclusion 

of the word ketumala suggests a relationship between the description and 

Buddha images with a radiance.to It is not likely that either the verbal 

6) !hid., 225. 
7) PhrapatlwmsnmpMltkathtt, ROngphimk~nsAtsana [Bangkok], 2505 (1962), 85. H. 

Alabaster's account of the life of the Buddha ((The Wheel of the Law, London, 
1871) is based on the Pa~hamasambodhi, but his rendition of this passage (p. 115) 
appears to be not only based on a different edition but inaccurate as well. 

8) Tam,·J,~mgphraphuttharitp {cremation volume for San<;mgkhun Luang Priiangkha
dinit [Ring Khathawanit ]), 246 3 [Bangkok, 1920 ], 12. Copy in the Yale Uni
versity Library. 

9) W. Geiger, The Malt'iiva??lsa London, 1912, 3 3-34; The Mahiiva f!l sa, Geiger, ed., 
London, 1908 (Pali Text Society vol. 63). V, 91-92. 

1 0) E Burnouf, Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, Paris, 1852, 609-610. Burnouf's eighth 
appendix is devoted to the thirty-two characteristics and eighty lesser marks 
of a mahupuru~a. 
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toncept or the plastic form long existed alone: When exactly the word 

ketuma{a did first come into use is uncertain, however. It does appear 

in the commentary on the Vi mana- Vatthu as well as in the Mahava~nsa.ll 
This commentary is attributed to Dhammapala, a Tamil monk who is 

thought to have lived in the late fifth century. 12 All that can be said is 

that from the archaeological point of view this date is a possible one. 

It is a good deal more difficult to determine what the Buddha's 
radiance was called in northern India and in the Sanskrit or Buddhist

Sanskrit tradition, and no dates can be conjectured at all. There are 

plenty of lists of the eighty minor marks, but in none of these is there a 

mark equivalent to the ketumala.l 3 In the Lalitavistara, the life of the 
Buddha which in its present form dates from no earlier than the fourth 

century A.D.,I4 and in the Mahavastu, a compendium of about the same 

time, the fin al mark is a most peculiar one. The Buddhas, according to 

the Mahavastu (where the final mark is actually the eighty-first), "have 

well-shaped heads and their hair bears the figures of [literally, 'is like to"] 
the Svastika, Nandyavarta, and Muktika signs."I 5 The Lalitavistara puts 
the Srivatsa, the Svastika, the Nandyavarta, and the Vardhamana in the 
hair.l 6 It makes little sense for these auspicious symbols to be connected 

with the Buddha's head when they properly belong on his hands or, es

pecially, his feet, where they are in fact placed according to the eightieth 

characteristic of other enumerations, like the one in the DharmasarlJgraha, 

a text comprised of lists of various technical terms, 17 and the one in the 
Mahavyutpatti, a later Sanskrit-Tibetan-Chinese glossary.I 8 It is not 

11) Dhammapi:ila's Paramattha-l/ipani, Pm·t I V , E. Hardy, ed., London, 1901 (P. T. 
S. vol. 48), VII, 9 (p. 323) . 

12) L. Renou & J. Filliozat, L'lnde classique, II, Paris, 1953, 357. 
13) On these marks see, in addition to the references given in other footnotes, A. 

Wayman, "Contributions Regarding the Thirty-Two Characteristics of the 
Great Person," Lzebenthal Festschrlfl, K. Roy, ed. (Sino-Indian Studtes, V, 3 & 
4), Santiniketan, 1957, 243-260; F. Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Samkrit Gram
mar and Dictionary, II, New Haven, 19 53, s. v . anuvyailjana. 

14) Renou & Filliozat, op. cit . , 367-368. 
15) J . J. Jones, The Mah'Uvastu, II, London, 1952,41. 
16) Ph. Ed Foucaux, Le L alitav istara , Paris, 1884 (.'lnnales du Musee Guimet, VI), 

90. For explanations of some of the symbols see Burnouf, op. cit., 622 ff. 
17) K. Kasawara, The Dlzarma-.lat;tgraha (Anecdota Oxor,iensa I, Part V) , F. M. Mul

ler & H. Wengel, eds ., Oxford, 1 8 8 5, t! 84. 
18) Ryosaburo Sakahi, Mahiivyutpatti, Kyoto, 1916, tP48 (XVlli, 80) . 
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impossible that the compilers or editors of the lists in the Lalitavistara 

and the Mahavastu were aware of a tradition in which the eightieth and 
last mark had something to do with the Buddha's radiance. Wishing to 

end their lists with the head rather than with the feet or bands, and 
aware of this other tradition but unable to accept it in its entirety, they 

shifted the auspicious symbols from the Buddha's hands and feet to his 

hair. 

Regardless of whether the absurdities of the Lalitavistara and the 

Mahavastu were inspired by a list in which the ketumii/'11 (or something 

like it) was the eightieth member, there is some evidence that in northern 
India the radiance was called by a term which in part consisted of the 

word ketu . The Tibetan equivalent of ketu is tog.1 9 A Tibetan-English 

dictionary defines tog as "the top of anything, a top ornament; esp. the 

button on the cap of Chinese dignitaries, as a mark of distinction."2o 

It is hard to see how this conjunction of meanings could have come about 

(except, of course, by chance) unless the Tibetans were familiar with 

Buddha images in which the radiance was in fact known as a ketu or a 

ketu- _ _ . There is a Pali list of the eighty minor marks in which num

ber eighty is ketuma/aratanaraiijitata 'the quality of being brightened with 

the gem (Skt. ratna) of the garland of flames (ketuma/ii).' 21 It was once 

pointed out that there is probably a relationship between ketumalaratana 

19) E. g., ibid., passtm, & Fr. Weller, Tause11d Budd/wnamen des {j/wd•·akalpa, 

Leipzig, 1928, passim. 

20) H. A. Jaschke, A Tibetan-English Dictionary, London, 1881, 205. 
21) This text, the DlwrmapradipikZi, late in date, is generally known only from 

Burnouf's quotation from a manuscript;of it (Burnouf, op. cit., 557, 608). (In 
the bibliography of the Copenhagen Critical Pali Dictionm·y, a text of the same 
name is described as Guru!ugomin's Sinhalese commentary on the Mahubodhi
va~tsa,Colombo, 1915.) R. Spence Hardy, A Manual of Budhi,m [sic], Lon
don, 1860, gives a list of the etghty minor marks according to a 13th century 
source; the ketwnalu either does not appear or is omitted in the translation, 
and the last mark is the byamappabhii. These two are the only Pali or Sinha
lese lists with which I am familiar. The Dharmapradipika passage was 
discussed by Sten Konow in The Fint T <.c ·o Chap t e1·s of the Dasa~'::lzasrik'ii Praj
iiaparamitu (Det Norske Videnskaps-Akademi, Oslo, Avhaudlinger 1941, II), 

Oslo, 1942, 65-66 . His translation of the passage is '·to be beryll-coloured." 
I take raiijita here as a synonym of anura'iljita in Buddlwva~sa I, 45, "b,:ama· 
ppabhanura~jita" (P. T. S. vol. 2, London, 1882). 

4 
.. 
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and classical Sanskrit keturatna.22 Keturatna means 'the gem of (the 
planet) Ketu.' The major gems corresponded to the planets, and Ketu's 
gem was vaifj.lirya, which is thought to be "eat 's eye" because all colors 

were said to be present in it through reflection. 23 Keturatna is indeed 

a plausible hypothetical name for the radiance in northern India, and 

perhaps at one point images actually had vaic{urya radiances. One of 

the Tibetan names of the Buddha of healing, Bhai~ajyaguru, is sMan-gyi

bla-baidiirya'i-'od-kyi-rgyal-po, 'lord of medicine, king of the light of the 
vaiqlirya';24 perhaps this means the light is present in the radiance, which 
is shaped like a gem and made of vaic(urya or k eturatna. There is ap

parently no record of wha t the similarly-shaped radiance of northern 
Siam was called, but possibly its name was comparable. 

In this journey from Siam to Ceylon , through India to Tibet and 
back to Siam, the uni fying arti fact has been the object on the Buddha's 

us!}i~a and the unifying word, k etu. This word has not , it seems, been 
used in a single sense, any more than the radiance has had a single shape. 
Behind the varying usages and forms, however, has lain a remarkable 

unity of concept ion and intent.2 5 

22) Konow, op. cit., 66. 
23) L. Finot, Les laptda ires indiem (Biblio. de L'Ecole des H.-Et. XI), Paris, 1896, 

XLV-XLVI, 44 , 133 , 175. 
24) W. E Clark, T wo Lamaistic Pautheons, repr. N.Y., 1965, I 07. 
25) D. Barrett , " The Later School of Amaravati and Its Influences," A 1·t and Letters, 

[ N S.) XXVIII , 2 (1954) , 41-53 , became available to me onl y after this art icle 
had gone to press, and so I was unable to take into account Mr. Barrett ' s 
arguments that the fla me radiance did not appear before the second half of 
the 8th century at the earliest . 




